Let a multivariate sequence a,,(k) ) 0 be given. Multivariate central and local limit theorems are proved for a,(k) as n + 03 that are based on examining the generating function. Applications are made to permutations with rises and falls, ordered partitions of sets, Tutte polynomials of recursive families, and dissections of polygons.
obtain a local limit theorem which is used to obtain asymptotic estimates for u,,(k) over a wide range. The case d = 1 was studied by Bender [ 11. We illustrate the results by applying them to Tutte polynomials of recursive families of graphs studied by Biggs et al. [4] . Asymptotic formulas are obtained for permutations enumerated by rises and falls, using the generating function obtained by Carlitz and Scoville [5] . Set partitions enumerated by block size provide a third example. Our final example studies dissections of polygons. In [3] , these methods are adapted to the study of enumeration problems solved by transfer matrices; i.e., those a,(k) with generating function b(x) T(x)"c(x)', where T is a d x d matrix.
THE LIMIT THEOREMS
We introduce some notation. All vectors are row vectors with d components and operations are performed componentwise; e.g., 1 x] is a vector whose ith component is ]xi] and eX is a vector whose ith component is e". A vector to a vector power is an exception; e.g., xk = X~I ..e ~2. The symbols E, 6, C denote positive constants not always the same, and E can always be chosen arbitrarily small. In terms of n(x), to be defined later, we set m = a log L(x)/a log x = V log A(es), where s = log x. Also set Bij(S)= 8 log I(eS)/aSi3Sj.
As already noted, a,,(k) > 0. Set RI(x) = c a4 xk* An E neighborhood of the set S is denoted by N(S, E).
where g(x) is uniformly continuous and A(x) has a quadratic Taylor series expansion with error term O((CI xk -1 I)'). If B(0) is nonsingular, then a,(k) satisJies a central limit theorem with mean nm and covariance matrix nB(0).
Proof: Consider the characteristic function of p,(k) with mean shifted by nm and the variables then scaled by n-'I'. Call it f,(s), where s = log x. Then, f,(s) = exp(-in"*ms') q(e'""/;;)/rp( 1).
Using a Taylor expansion for log L(e") about II = 0 and setting u = is/& we obtain f,(s) = exp(--fsB(O) s') ( (i) an A(s) continuous and nonzero in N(0, z), (ii) a positive r(s) with continuous third-order partials in N(0, E), (iii) a rational number q # -1, -2,..., (iv) an E such that
is analytic and bounded for II s/l < E, Iz I < I r(O)1 + E. Let I = l/r. Suppose B(0) is nonsingular. Then, a,(k) satisfies a central limit theorem with mean nm and covariance nB(0).
Proof. As in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 11, we have for x = es
The sum is bounded by C( ;q ) because if the terms are t,, tk/tk+ , < 1 for k > K(q, S/l r(s) I). Since (;P)/("i ') = W/n), (D,(X) = 1 ("n ' ) / A(s) r(s)-"(1 + 0(1/n)) uniformly in N(0, E). We apply Theorem 1. 1 THEOREM 2. Let R be a compact subset of (0, a)*. Suppose cp,(x) converges in N(R, E), and
uniformly in N(R, E), where g(x) is uniformly continuous and d(x) has uniformly continuous third-order partials. Suppose B(log x) is nonsingular for xER and rp,(x)llo,(l x I> = oWd") if Ix 1 E NCR, E) and x 6S N(R, E). Then, if k/n = m(t) has a solution t E R we
uniformly for all such k. We also have a local limit theorem
uniformly, where u = 6 -k)/fi.
Proof:
Letf,,(s) denote the characteristic function of the sequence a,,(k) tk with mean shifted by -rim(t) and the variables scaled by n-1'2. Much as in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain
, (2-l) uniformly for all t E N(R, E). By elementary calculus !, rp,(te'") emiyk 'du = (2n)d tk' a,(k) whenever P = P, x . . . x P, and each Pi is an interval of length 27r. Since The Tutte polynomial T(x, y) of a graph G has nonnegative coefficients and is closely related to the chromatic and Whitney polynomials. Their definition need not concern us. A sequence of graphs {G,} is called a recursive family by Biggs et al., [4] if there is a homogeneous recursive relation T,+a,T,-,+...+a,T,-,=O (n > k) in which Ti is the Tutte polynomial of Gi and ai = ai(x, y) is a polynomial with integral coeffkients independent of n. One can expect Corollaries 1 and 2 to apply to recursive families. We illustrate this for wheels which satisfy PI Tn-(x+y+2)Tn-,+(xy+x+y+1)Tn-2-xyTn-3=0
for n > 3 with initial conditions T,,=xy-x-y+ 1, T, = XY, T,=xZ+y2+xy+xty.
The roots of the denominator are ro= 1, r~=2/(xtyt1*((x-y)2t2xt2yt1)1'2). (3.3) For x, y E (0, co) the smallest root is r+ and f has a simple pole there unless the numerator vanishes. Setting numerator and denominator equal to zero we obtain r+ = (1 +x + y -2xy)-' which combines with (3.3) to give y=(zUt1)/(4x-2). U sing the fact we want r+ in (3.3) and not r-, we get 1 t x t y -4xy > 0 and so x ( i. This contradicts y > 0. Hence, the numerator of (3.2) does not vanish at r+ .
By differentiating esltsV2-(es1 +eS*+ l)r+ 1 =0
implicitly we obtain 4 log r/as = (1 + es' + es* -2cS1+S2r)(eSl -esl+9-, es2 -esits2r). (3.4) With further calculations at s = 0 we have that Corollary 1 applies with I=O,A=(l-z/r)f, m = (f -1/2\/j,t -l/26), BE 315 fi -2/5 6 [ -215 fi 315 \/j * 1 ,thus giving a central limit theorem.
To apply the local limit theorem, we note that (3.4) leads to k,/n = x(ry -1)/(2xyr -1 -x -y), k,/n = y(rx -1)/(2xyr -1 -x -y).
Since Zxyr=x+y+ 1-~(x--y)2+2x+2y+ 1, we have ((k, -kz)/'n)2 u = u* and (2k,/n -1)' u = (V -I)', where u = (x -y)' + 2x + 2y + 1 and v = x --y. When 0 < k, < n and 0 < k, < n, these are easily solved for u and u which can then be solved for x and y. Using (3.1) and (3.4) we can obtain B. Condition (v) of Corollary 2 must be verified. To do this we note that l/r+ is the largest root of Similar arguments apply to the Tutte polynomials of the prisms and Mobius ladders of [4] .
We now consider an application to rises and falls in permutations. Let a,(k,,, k,) be the number of permutations of {l,..., n) with k, euen rises and k, odd rises (as defined in Carlitz and Scoville [5] ). By [5, Theorem 3.11 f(xo,x,,z)=l:a.(k,,k,)x~x:l~= xoS+x,(x, t 1)C 1-(x tx )c , It is easily shown that there cannot be a local limit theorem if this condition fails because specifying n and any f -1 of the kts determines the other ki modulo gcd,(gcddS,). In summary, we always have a central limit theorem but have a local limit theorem if and only if gcd,(gcd ASJ = 1. We now describe how to compute m and B in terms of x. Define
Then r is determined from T(0) = 1 and
Our last example deals with dissections of labeled convex polygons. Let s, + **a + s,,, be a partition of {3,4,5,6,...).
Let v(z) for a polygon z denote the number of vertices of 7~. Let c,(k) be the number of ways to dissect a convex n-gon such that V(X) E Si for exactly ki cells 71 for 1 < i < t and v(z) never lies in S,, , . We follow the ideas in [ In particular, the expected number of triangles in a random dissection is n/2. More generally, the expected number of k-gons is w>w-w)k-3.
Since the variance is proportional to n, the probability of deviating from this value by 0(n "2 ' ") approaches zero.
